Single
Celebrity:
Selena
Gomez Jokes That Her Exes
Think She’s Crazy

By Carly Silva
In the latest celebrity news, Selena Gomez joked around about
her love life in a Youtube video for her new makeup line, Rare
Beauty with NikkiTutorials. According to People.com, the 28year-old pop star joked that her exes, which include megaartists Justin Bieber and The Weeknd, think she’s crazy, and
that she doesn’t even care.

Single celebrity Selena Gomez is
able to make relationship jokes at
her own expense. How can humor help
you cope with heartache?
Cupid’s Advice:
Humor is a great way to help you cope with difficult things,
especially a break-up. If you’re wondering if making jokes
about your break-up will help you cope, Cupid has some advice
for

you:

1. It keeps things light: Joking about something makes
everything feel lighter. We all know that a break-up can feel
really dark and sad, so sometimes lightening it up is just
what you need to be able to move on.
Related link: Single Celebrities: Selena Gomez Clarifies
Relationship Status After Being Spotted with Ex
2. Laughing at yourself is healthy: Being able to laugh at
yourself is super helpful when coping with anything in life.
Instead of looking back at your relationship with regret,
laughing at your mistakes is a helpful way to move on without
dwelling painfully on your past.
Related link: Celebrity Exes: Brooks Laich Steps Out Without
Wedding Ring After Julianne Hough Split
3. It shows growth: Once you’re in a place where you’re able
to start joking about your heartache, it shows that you may
finally be growing and healing. This is a good way to tell if
you’re able to move on and laugh, or if you’re still feeling
sad about your heartache.
How do you use humor to cope with heartache? Start a

conversation in the comments down below!

Single Celebrity: Tyler Posey
Confirms He’s Single After
Split

By Hope Ankney
In the latest celebrity news, Tyler Posey confirmed his split
with Sophia Ali. According to UsMagazine.com, the single
celebrity elaborated on his life after the celebrity break-up
at Netflix’s Fast & Furious: Spy Racers world premiere. The

28-year-old actor stated, “I don’t have a girlfriend. I’m
focused on work and just myself.” He detailed how he thought
single life was much more suited for him right now, even going
onto say he was “very, very happy” at the moment.

This single celebrity is enjoying
being unattached. What are some
positives to being single?
Cupid’s Advice:
Just like Tyler Posey, sometimes being single is just more
suited for where you are in your life. It isn’t always the
best time to have a relationship, and that’s okay. Work,
school, or even family matters can get in the way of really
giving your all to someone else without wearing yourself down.
If you’ve just freshly gotten out of a relationship and don’t
know how to enjoy being unattached, don’t worry! Cupid has
some love advice on the positives of being single:
1. Spontaneous travel: When you’re not tied to anyone, you
don’t have to worry about including them in your plans and
working around both of your guys’ schedules. If you want to
travel on a whim, there isn’t someone else you have to
consider. Book a plane ticket, take a cruise, go backpacking.
Give the vagabond spirit of singlehood a try!
Related Link: Single Celebrities: Selena Gomez Clarifies
Relationship Status After Being Spotted with Ex
2. Becoming more self-reliant: Let’s be honest, when you go
through a messy break-up, it can leave you devasted for weeks
or even months. Love is an intense force, and it’s easy to get
swept up in your infatuation for one person without realizing
how reliant you’ve become on them and the relationship. Being
single means you can work on yourself and find your identity

outside of who you were as a couple. Self-reliance is
something you should always hold onto, and if you’ve lost
that, don’t worry. Singlehood can help you rediscover it.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Find Out About Taylor
Swift & Joe Alwyn’s Simple Life in London
3. No longer on the fast-track to settling down: There are
always expectations when it comes to being in a relationship.
It’s not bad to have expectations like settling down, moving
in, getting married etc., but sometimes you’re not ready to
commit to those things long-term. If you’re single, you don’t
have to follow any pre-determined scripts. You can create your
own expectations!
What are some of your favorite positives about being single?
Let us know down below!

Single Celebrities: Selena
Gomez Clarifies Relationship
Status After Being Spotted
with Ex

By Ahjané Forbes
In celebrity news, “Lose You To Love Me” singer Selena Gomez
recently went out with her celebrity ex Samuel Krost.
According to UsMagazine.com, the pair arrived at a restaurant
called La Esquina in New York City on October 29 with their
friends in tow. The next day, the Disney Channel alum cleared
the new celebrity relationship rumors by telling her Instagram
followers, “I’ve been single for two years. I’m on Gods timing
not mine.” Although Gomez hasn’t been in a relationship for a
while, the star seems to enjoy flying solo.

This single celebrity hasn’t been
in a relationship for two years.
What are some benefits to being
single?
Cupid’s Advice:
Even though being in a relationship can be nice, staying

single has its benefits as well. First, don’t think about the
negatives. Just because you are a party of one does not mean
you can’t still have fun. Next, keep a positive mindset. If
someone is truly there for you, they will gravitate toward
you. Lastly, stay true to yourself. Don’t jump into a
relationship because your friends say it’s been “too long.”
Start dating when you are ready. Cupid has some advice on how
to make the process of being single a little bit easier:
1. Focus on yourself: Sometimes when you are in a relationship
you forget the importance of self-love. Treat yourself to Spa
day. Start going to yoga classes.Reconnect with your innerself.
Related Link: Top 2019 Fitness & Wellness Trends to Watch
2. Take opportunities to grow: This does not mean that you
have to better yourself for the next person you’re going date.
Find areas in your life that you feel need some improvement.
For example, if you’ve always wanted to do something, but
you’ve never had the chance to do it before, now is that time.
Motivate yourself to accomplish your goal.
Related Link: Dating Advice: Don’t Lose Weight to Find Love!
3. Set new standards: You might have been single for a while,
but that does not mean you are any less attractive. After you
have spent some time on yourself, reevaluate what type of
partners are a match for you. List all the qualities you would
like your future partner to possess first, and then go from
there. Building up your confidence and staying true to
yourself can you turn a lot of heads.
What are some ways you improve you life while your are single?
Let us know in the comments below!

Single Celebrity: Brad Pitt
Is Moving On as a Single Man
As Final Divorce Decisions
Are Made

By Mara Miller
In the latest celebrity news, Brad Pitt is officially a single
celebrity after a bifurcated judgment handed down last week,
according to EOnline.com. Angelina Jolie has now taken back
her maiden name since the judgment also declared her single.
The celebrity exes are doing everything they can to work

together, although they are continuing efforts to iron out
custody and financial settlements. Pitt seems to be focusing
mostly on his children and career despite celebrity dating
rumors.

This single celebrity is ready to
move on now that his divorce is
almost complete. What are some
first steps to moving on after a
split?
Cupid’s Advice:
Brad Pitt is officially single now and seems to be focusing on
himself and his children. If you’re in a similar situation,
here are a few things to consider about moving on after a
split:
1. Do your thing: It’s hard to figure out how to be yourself
when you have been with someone for so long. Whether it’s 3
AM dance sessions in your underwear or a vampire movie binge,
take time for yourself to figure out where you want to go now.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Jenni ‘JWoww’ Farley Shares
Photo While On Date with Mystery Man
2. Start dating: There is going to be a time when you have to
get out there and start dating again. It’s okay if you’re not
ready yet, but it doesn’t hurt to poke around a dating site or
to go to a bar for a few drinks just to talk to strangers to
explore your new options.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple News: Kaitlyn Bristowe Dishes
About Getting ‘Hot & Heavy” with Jason Tartick During Hook Up
3. Spend time with loved ones: Whether it’s your kids needing

time with Mom or Dad on the weekend or reconnecting with an
old friend you haven’t seen in years because life got busy,
reconnecting with someone important in your life can negate
any negative thoughts that may pop up over the situation that
caused your split.
What are some other first steps to moving on after a split?
Let us know in the comments below!

Celebrity News: Scott Foley
Says Tyra Banks Was His Worst
On-Screen Kiss

By Lauren Burczyk
In celebrity news, Scott Foley opened up about his worst onscreen kiss. According to People.com, on Thursday’s episode of
Watch What Happens Live with Andy Cohen, the 47-year-old actor
was asked to name his worst on-screen kiss, and he didn’t have
to think long before naming Tyra Banks. The two were playing
love interests during Banks’ three-episode arc as Jane on
Felicity. Foley admitted that the passion wasn’t there between
them, saying the 45-year-old single celebrity was “just not
into it.”

In celebrity news, not all kisses
are made for the record books! What
are three kissing tips?
Cupid’s Advice:
Not all kisses are worth remembering. Here are three tips for
a memorable kiss:

1. Prepare yourself ahead of time: It’s a good idea to make
sure that your lips are kissable. Prep your lips beforehand by
using lip balm or a nude-colored lipstick.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Jordyn Woods Also Hooked Up With
Khloe Kardashian’s Ex James Harden
2. Let them know your intentions: Try taking a subtle approach
to letting your partner know what you’re intentions are.
Instead of being super direct by telling them or lunging at
them, try leaning in gently for a smooch.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Bradley Cooper’s Ex Wife Reacts
to Rumors of Lady Gaga Romance
3. Start soft and go slowly: When your partner eventually
takes the hint, start off slowly. Gently purse your lips, and
as softly and gently as you can, massage their lips between
yours.
Can you think of any other tips for a memorable kiss? Comment
below.

Celebrity News: Blac Chyna
Slams Exes Rob Kardashian &
Tyga Over Child Support

By Lauren Burczyk
In celebrity news, single celebrity Blac Chyna recently ranted
about her exes Rob Kardashian and Tyga, claiming she never
asked either of them for child support. The 30-year-old model
is speaking out and defending herself against the claimed
trickery exhibited by both of her exes. She insists that both
Kardashian and Tyga are revealing only negative traits about
her, while leaving out the fact that she has taken care of
both of their children without asking for a dime. Blac Chyna
also slammed her mother, Toni, after she sided with
Kardashian, saying, “I don’t know if [he] should keep them,
but I do believe that [he should get custody for] a little
while ’till she pulls her thing together.”

In celebrity news, Blac Chyna says
she never asked her childrens’
fathers for child support. What are

some ways to determine a fair
custody agreement after a split?
Cupid’s Advice:
Determining a fair custody agreement after a split can be a
long and difficult process. Here are some ways to come to a
fair custody agreement with your ex:
1. Splitting custody every other week: In this scenario, each
parent would get custody of their child for one full week.
This way, both parents have the same amount of days to spend
with their child each month.
Related Link: Celebrity Divorce: Channing Tatum & Jenna
Dewan’s Split Is Becoming ‘Challenging and Emotional”
2. Splitting custody every other week with a midweek
visit: Splitting custody can be tough on a child, especially
when they have a full week away from one of their parents. In
this scenario, each parent would get custody of their child
for one full week with a midweek visit at the other parent’s
house.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Find Out Why Rob Kardashian
Lashed Out at Blac Chyna
3. Splitting custody every other week with a midweek
overnight: Similar to a midweek visit, this type of custody
agreement allows the child to spend an overnight at the other
parents house. This type of scenario works well if the parents
still live fairly close to one another and the child isn’t
very young.
Can you think of some other ways to come to a fair custody
agreement with your ex? Comment below.

Celebrity News: Selena Gomez
Explores
Mental
Health
Journey

By Mara Miller
In
the
latest
celebrity
news
according
to USMagazine.com, Selena Gomez speaks candidly about her
struggles with mental health. Gomez was diagnosed with Lupus
in 2014. She admitted that anxiety, depression, and panic
attacks can be side effects of Lupus, among other symptoms of
the disease. In 2016, the single celebrity took a step back
from the spotlight to focus on herself. Breaking her silence,

Gomez released a new song with Julia Michaels, titled
“Anxiety.” It’s great to see that Gomez is performing again,
but, even better than having her music, she has been reaching
out to her fans to let them know that she loves them. Gomez
has, on occasion, even reached out to fans on Instagram to
speak with them when she finds out they are struggling with
mental health.

Selena Gomez’s honesty with her
mental health has made celebrity
news because of the impact on her
fans. What are some ways we can
follow
Selena’s
example
and
encourage mental health?
Cupid’s Advice:
When you’re going through a difficult time, whether with
depression, anxiety, or any other number of other issues, here
are some things that can help.
1. Try positive thinking: Negative thinking can be a downward
spiral that is hard to come back from, and it can become
difficult to be positive when you hardly have been. Only use
words that will empower yourself. It may seem hokey and
redundant, but positive thought is a powerful tool and will
reshape the vocabulary your brain uses.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Designers Say Bebe Rexha is Too
Big
2. Reach out to someone who you trust: Have a serious
conversation with someone close who is willing to listen.
Also, if it’s bad and you don’t have a support system, do not

be afraid to seek professional help. There’s never a reason to
be ashamed of how you feel.
Related Link: Celebrity Baby: Kate Hudson Opens Up About
“Genderless” Parenting
3. Exercise: Exercising can release endorphins in the body
that relieves stress and boosts the mood. This doesn’t have to
mean working out in a gym. Try picking up martial arts classes
or borrow a book from the library on introductory yoga.
Exercise can also play double duty as something that you’re
doing for yourself, by yourself, and it can help you take your
mind off of the things that are upsetting you.
What techniques do you have for maintaining mental health?
Share your tips below!

Celebrity News: How Brad Pitt
Came
Out
of
Split
from
Angelina Jolie Better Than
Ever

By Haley Lerner
In celebrity news, Brad Pitt seems to have come out of his
celebrity break up with Angelina Jolie better than ever. After
his shocking split with Angelina Jolie, with her filing for
divorce and requesting full custody of their six children,
Pitt seemed to be in a bad place. Despite cheating allegations
and custody fights, Pitt has relied on therapy, solitude and
sobriety to “strip down the foundation and break out the
mortar,” as the 54-year-old actor said in an interview with GQ
Style. Pitt also said, “For me every misstep has been a step
toward epiphany, understanding, some kind of joy. Yeah, the
avoidance of pain is a real mistake. It’s the real missing out
on life. It’s those very things that shape us, those very
things that offer growth, that make the world a better place,
oddly enough, ironically. That make us better.” According to
EOnline.com, an insider said Pitt and Jolie have “had a pretty
dramatic year and [Pitt] wants things to remain calm in the
future.” One source said the actor has been on a few dates,
but hasn’t focused on any serious relationship yet. Another
insider said Pitt maintains an active social life and that
“Brad spent a lot of time alone and in private looking at

himself and reevaluating what was most important and who he
wanted to be. Now he’s in a place where he’s implemented those
changes and has a lot more clarity. He’s come out of that dark
time and is in a much better place.”

In celebrity news, Brad Pitt has
never been happier. What are some
ways to know it’s time for a change
in your relationship status?
Cupid’s Advice:
Sometimes, it’s time for a relationship to end. Cupid has some
ways to know it’s time for a change:
1. You constantly fight: If you and your partner are
constantly fighting, it may be time to end the relationship.
You shouldn’t be in a relationship where you are unhappy, so
even if you really care about your partner, it might be the
right thing to do to let them go.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Brad Pitt Was ‘Done Being Mr.
Nice Guy’ in Custody Agreement with Angelina Jolie
2. You feel stuck: Even if there isn’t any drama in your
relationship, sometimes it can be rough when you feel a lack
of passion or interest in your partner. If you feel your
relationship is only holding you back, you should consider
changing your relationship status.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Brad Pitt is Casually Dating as
He Adjusts to Single Life as a Dad
3. You don’t have time for each other: Sometimes, two people
just aren’t meant to be together when it comes down to timing.
If you and your partner never seem to have time to hang out or

go on dates, it might be time to take a break. If you miss
each other, you can always try working it out again. But, it
might be best for you to take some time alone.
Know any more ways to tell that you need to change your
relationship status? Comment below!

Newly Single Celebrity Kendra
Wilkinson Is ‘Excited’ to
Start Dating Post-Divorce
from Hank Baskett

By Haley Lerner
In celebrity news, Kendra Wilkinson is ready to start dating
again, despite filing for divorce from husband Hank Baskett
just one month ago. According to EOnline.com, the newly single
celebrity is ready to put herself back on the market. A source
told the outlet that Wilkinson is “ready to put herself out
there in the dating world” and is “looking forward to this new
chapter of her life.” Following Wilkinson’s dramatic celebrity
divorce, the reality TV star showed off a new brunette bob
replacing her signature platinum blonde locks. The former
Playboy model is clearly ready for her comeback and the
possibility to explore new men.

Single celebrity Kendra Wilkinson
is ready to get out there and start
dating again. What are the best
ways to meet potential partners?
Cupid’s Advice:

Wilkinson isn’t letting her recent divorce stop her from
venturing out into the dating world. Here are Cupid’s tips for
meeting a new special someone:
1. Consult your friends: No one knows you better than your
closest friends. They know your personality and what you’re
into. When you’re ready to start dating again, confide in your
friends and let them know. Your besties can help try to set
you up with some dates with people they think you might work
well with. Even if these dates don’t work out, they are
perfect warm-ups to get you ready for real contenders. If you
end up clicking with someone you were set up with, it’s even
better!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Kendra Wilkinson Asks Fans for
Dating Advice After Split From Hank Baskett
2. Online dating: Yes, there might be some stigma around it,
but online dating really is a great option for meeting a new
partner. Whether it’s through a website like Match.com or an
app like Tinder, you’ll be exposed to plenty of people you
otherwise would never meet. You might have to get through some
duds, but it’s possible you could meet someone really special.
Related Link: Celebrity Marriage: Kendra Wilkinson Takes Off
Wedding Ring and Breaks Down on Instagram
3. Actually go out: Putting setups and online dating aside,
there’s nothing better than meeting someone by the classic
approach: getting yourself out there! Instead of spending a
Friday night in watching romantic comedies on Netflix and
dreaming of a new beau, put on something nice and go out to a
bar, club or local joint with your friends. If partying isn’t
your thing, spend your newfound single time at a museum,
concert, café or other social setting. If you’re constantly
around lots of people, you’re bound to potentially run into
that special someone.
Have any other advice for meeting potential partners? Share

your thoughts below!

Single Celebrity: Bachelor’s
Ashley
laconetti
Isn’t
Interested in “Random Dates”

By Marissa Donovan
Ashley laconetti doesn’t make dating her first priority.
According to UsMagazine.com, The Bachelor alum is too busy to
go on random dates after she’s done recording her Almost
Famous podcast. The single celebrity joked that she would

rather have God drop a husband in her lap than go on dates
with strangers. We bet that laconetti will someday get lucky
with love!

In celebrity news, Ashley laconetti
claims to be too busy for romance.
How can you open up your schedule
for date nights?
Cupid’s Advice:
Although we can’t predict when you will meet the next person
you’ll be in a relationship with, we can help by giving you
some advice about opening up your schedule for date nights:
1. Free up your weekend nights: The best opportunity to go on
date with a busy schedule would be your weekends. Many fun
venues usually have events that you and your date can enjoy on
Saturday. Sundays are good for restaurants specials and maybe
brunch specials depending on what you and your date want to
do.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Lauren Bushnell Has A New
Boyfriend
2. Try finishing up work projects during week: Tackle work
projects during the week to allow you to enjoy your weekend.
It might be easier said than done, but you will be thankful
when you have a fun date to enjoy on the weekend!
Related Link: Celebrity News: Former ‘Bachelor’ Ben Higgins
Discusses Why He Sent Becca Tilley Home Before Hometown Dates
3. Take advantage of the holidays: The holidays are really
good for date nights! Most work offices will give their
workers time off. Take advantage of your free time by planning
a date night with someone new!

How can you free up your schedule for date nights? Let our
busy readers know in the comments!

Single Celebrities: Bella
Hadid Has Had Enough Of
Dating Rumors

By Marissa Donovan
Bella Hadid is tired of all the dating gossip! According
Papermag.com, the supermodel tweeted that she is in a in a
committed relationship with … herself. Hadid has previously

been linked with DJ Daniel Chetrit and Jordan Barrett, but she
also claimed that both of the men were just her best friends.
After her celebrity break-up from The Weeknd, many people have
been quick to pair her up with her male friends! It looks like
his runway star is enjoying walking solo for the time being.

In celebrity news, this single
celebrity is tired of the rumors
about her dating her friends. How
can you clear the air of dating
rumors about you and your friends?
Cupid’s Advice:
People

may

assume

your

super

close

friendship

is

a

relationship. Sometimes this happens more than we would like
it to! Here are some ways to clear the air of dating rumors:
1. Post on social media: Like Bella, let the world know how
happy you are being single! All your other friends and rumor
starters will see that you are not dating anyone, especially
your close friends.
Related Link: Celebrity Exes: Find Out How Bella Hadid Feels
About The Weeknd & Selena Gomez’s New Romance
2. Have your friends speak up: Let your close friends know
that the rumors are bothering you. As your friends, they will
most likely be fine telling people that you are not a couple.
Related Link: Celebrity Couple Bella Hadid & The Weekend Call
It Quits After Almost Two Years
3. Keep mingling: If you are seen with different people
outside of your close friends, nobody will know who to connect
you with. It’s best to ignore the rumors by hanging out with

your close friends and other people as well. It’s good to
keep them guessing!
How would you handle dating rumors while your single? Let us
know in the comments!

Celebrity News: Blac Chyna
Confirms She’s ‘Single’ and
‘Happy’

By Marissa Donovan
According to UsMagazine.com, Blac Chyna posted a photo on her

Instagram account sharing that she is single and happy. The
model has since deleted the photo, but still seems to be in
high spirits by spending quality time with her children and
focusing on her Lashed cosmetic line. Although Chyna and Rob
Kardashian were spotted in Disneyland on Father’s Day, the two
seem to be co-parenting their daughter Dream.

In celebrity news, Blac Chyna
proves you don’t have to be in a
relationship to be happy. What are
some benefits to the single life?
Cupid’s Advice:
Staying single has many benefits that people often forget
while being in a relationship. Here are the highlights of why
being single is awesome:
1. You can have more nights out with friends: Having a partner
can sometime rule out fun with friends due to obligations
you’ve made. Being single allows for more fearless adventures!
Related Link: Learn How Celebrity Exes Blac Chyna & Rob
Kardashian Are Co-Parenting and Working on Themselves
2. You can enjoy time to yourself: Allow this time to go soul
searching for what you really want out of life. Being single
can also be great for quiet time alone without interruptions.
Enjoy discovering a side of yourself by traveling or learning
new activities.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Rob Kardashian is Dating
‘Bad Girls Club’ Star Mehgan James
3. You can sleep better: According to a survey by
Amerisleep, single people get 7.13 hours of sleep, which is

more than those who are engaged or married! Having a good
night sleep will increase your mood and make you happier!
What are some other perks in being single? Tell us in the
comments!

Celebrity
News:
New
‘Bachelorette’ Rachel Lindsay
Goes on Group Date with NBA
Star

By Noelle Downey
Rachel Lindsay, the newest Bachelorette, just had the date of
a lifetime. According to UsMagazine.com, Rachel Lindsay and
ten of her sexy suitors went on what first appeared to be an
unassuming group date at a high school that quickly turned
into a mind-blowing opportunity to shoot some hoops with a
real NBA star. Hall of Famer Kareem Abdul-Jabbar made
celebrity news when he showed up for a few pick-up games that
gave Rachel’s admirers an opportunity to show their best moves
on the court and prove if they had what it took to take down a
proven champion. While Lindsay was reportedly a bit shy in her
new role as the queen bee of The Bachelorette, she went on to
conquer her nerves and have a great time, interacting with the
cheering crowds and enjoying this incredibly unique celebrity
dating experience.

This celebrity news has us excited
for
the
new
season
of
The
Bachelorette! What are some unique
ways to meet a potential partner?
Cupid’s Advice:
Meeting the right person can be hard, even if you’re a single
celebrity like Rachel Lindsay. Cupid is here with three great
dating tips to help you meet the next bachelor in your life:
1. Try speed-dating: Tired of going on dates only to find out
after the first five minutes that you’re totally incompatible?
Don’t waste your time looking for chemistry that’s not there.
Instead, try speed-dating! Enjoy yourself in a fun, relaxed
environment making quick connections to see if anything
clicks. Bring some friends and flirt with some fresh faces.
You just might meet the one for you.

Related Link: Celebrity News: First Black ‘Bachelorette’
Rachel Lindsay Hopes People ‘Rally Behind’ Her
2. Take up a new hobby: Mutual interests are a great way to
get a conversation going with a new cutie. Try taking a
pottery class, joining a writer’s group, or sashaying your way
through a salsa club. More than likely you’ll meet
someone eventually who catches your eye through one of your
interests, and the fact that you know you two already share
one thing in common will give you confidence and an opener for
an approach.
Related Link: Celebrity News: ‘Bachelorette’ Alum Ali
Fedotowsky Says Dating Roberto Was Her ‘Most Successful
Relationship’
3. Be open to what the world has to offer: Just like the
newest Bachelorette, you have so many options. Remember to
look out for opportunities to meet new people and engage with
life around you. True, you probably can’t toss a ball around
with an NBA star, but you could always work up the nerve to
talk to that cute barista at your favorite coffee shop. Life
is full of amazing moments just waiting to happen, so keep on
the look out!
What are your best tips for places to meet someone new? Let us
know in the comments!

Celebrity News: Hilary Duff
Speaks
Out
on
Divorce,

Marriage, Monogamy and More

By Kayla Garritano
This star is coming clean! In celebrity news, Hilary Duff
opened up about divorce, marriage, monogamy and more while
discussing past relationships and her current love life.
According to UsMagazine.com, Duff and her Younger co-star,
Nico Tortorella, sat down for a casual interview with the
podcast show, The Love Bomb. “All of my relationships have
been in the public eye. Whether people care or not, that’s a
different story,” Duff brought up to co-star Nico Tortorella.
“But enough people seem to have cared that it’s talked about.”
Despite her problems, Duff never took love as a joke. Her
first serious relationship happened at the age of 16. She then
met Mike Comrie in her early 20’s and they were married in
2010, having a child in 2012. Although divorcing,

these celebrity exes still remain friends. Now, she
is currently dating personal trainer Jason Walsh. Although she
doesn’t “feel the need to get married again,” she is open to
the idea if it is important to her significant other.

In this celebrity news, Hilary Duff
finally
opens
up
about
her
relationships. What are some ways
to keep an open mind in your
relationships?
Cupid’s Advice:
Relationships can be tricky, but it is good to always have an
open mind when you’re with someone. Cupid is here with some
relationship advice:
1. Act, don’t react: If your partner is trying to confront you
about a problem the two of you are facing, it is best to act
upon it instead of getting upset over it. Reacting in a
negative way can cause a fight, and you don’t want that
happening! Maybe there’s something you can do to change for
the better, as opposed to getting defensive.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple: Hilary Duff & Jason Walsh
Go Public with Relationship on Instagram
2. Be flexible: In a relationship, not everything is going to
go as planned. You can walk in with high expectations of how
you perceived your partner to look and act, but they may not
always be who you planned, and that’s okay. When you meet
someone new and you feel a connection, don’t judge the other
person based on a preconceived notion of what you wanted.
Related Link: Former Celebrity Couple Hilary Duff & Mike

Comrie Vacation in Hawaii After Divorce
3. Ease your temper: Things will happen in a relationship that
you will not like, but instead of blowing up on your partner,
you have to try and calmly talk it out. Nothing will be solved
with a short temper, it may even make matters worse.
How have you kept an open-mind in your relationship? Comment
below!

Celebrity News: Ryan Lochte
‘Is
Not
Looking
for
a
Relationship’ During Olympics

By Nicole Caico
Apparently, Olympic swimmer Ryan Lochte’s game plan is to stay
single. Lochte had everyone guessing about his relationship
status as he posted photos of himself and Playboy playmate
Kayla Rae Reid. According to EOnline.com, a source commented
on the relationship between Lochte and Reid saying, “Ryan was
with a Playmate. He didn’t meet her on Tinder. He is on Tinder
though. He thinks she is hot, that’s about it.” Looks like
there’s no celebrity relationship here. Lochte is a single
celebrity playing the field.

In celebrity news, it looks like
this Olympian is holding off on a
serious relationship. What are some
ways
to
tell
if
someone
is
relationship-driven or just looking

to have fun?
Cupid’s Advice:
There is nothing more frustrating than misreading whether
someone is looking for a relationship or just looking to have
fun. Here are some ways to spare yourself the heartbreak and
awkward conversations:
1. Social media: Check the person’s Instagram or Snapchat
account to get an idea of what they’re like. If every picture
is with a a different girl at a different party, chances are
this person is just looking to gave fun.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Selena Gomez Wants a ‘Low Key’
Guy Who Isn’t ‘Terrified’ Of her
2. Contact: If you meet someone and they keep up conversation
after meeting, this may be a sign that they are looking for a
relationship. If communication is nonexistent or spotty,
chances are the other person is just looking to have fun.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Lauren Conrad Opens Up About
Long Ago Split from Jason Wahler
3. Ask: If you know you’re just in it for a hook-up or you’re
in it for the long term, say something. If both of you seem to
like each other, it could be worth a shot to ask. If anything,
it will save you time and hurt feelings if you clear things up
before they get serious.
Why are you relationship-driven or just looking to have fun?
Comment below!

Celebrity News: Selena Gomez
Wants a ‘Low Key’ Guy Who
Isn’t ‘Terrified’ Of her

By Nicole Caico
Singer and single celebrity, Selena Gomez, talked about her
ideal relationship for the September issue of Vogue Australia.
According to UsMagazine.com, after publicly dating Justin
Bieber and being linked to Orlando Bloom, Gomez would be happy
to have a low-profile celebrity relationship. In her interview
with Vogue, the 24-year-old says, “I’d be so stoked with a
writer or producer or actor who is low-key, but those kind of
guys are terrified of me!” Gomez says she believes her single
celebrity relationship will remain because, “Nobody would want
to throw themselves into that situation where it was so

heightened publicly, like, why would they?”

This celebrity news has us shocked
that someone so successful could
have trouble finding guys to date!
What are some ways to attract the
kind of people you’d be interested
in dating?
Cupid’s Advice:
Even when you’re Selena Gomez, finding good guys is difficult.
In order to have a successful relationship, there needs to be
some level of compatibility between two people, and to find
that you need to attract the right type of people. Cupid has
some tips:
1. Know yourself: The first step to attracting people you’d be
interested in dating is knowing what kind of people you’re
looking for. Evaluate what you personally need from someone
you’d be dating, and only spend time with people who bring
that to the table. You should also do your best to be
yourself, because you’ll only attract people you’d actually
click with if you behave like your genuine self.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Lauren Conrad Opens Up About
Long Ago Split from Jason Wahler
2. Birds of a feather flock together: Know what type of person
you’re looking to date, and go to a place where you’d find
those type of people. If you’re not into partying, don’t go
looking for your prince charming in a bar. If you’re looking
to date someone fit, hit the gym. If you’re looking to date
someone who works hard, consider someone in your work place or

someone a co-worker knows.
Related Link: Why Rihanna & Drake Haven’t Made Their Celebrity
Relationship Official
3. Keep an open mind: While knowing what your ideal man or
woman would be like is important, it is also important not to
count people out because they don’t check all of your boxes.
Keeping an open mind and considering more than one time of
person will give you many more people to choose from, and
you’ll attract more suitors.
What do you do to attract the right type of people? Comment
below!

Celebrity
News:
‘Modern
Family’ Star Ariel Winter
Confirms She’s Single

By Nicole Caico
Modern Family star, Ariel Winter, is officially a single
celebrity. According to UsMagazine.com Winter posted a .gif of
Kim Kardashian saying, “I’m like dropping hints that I’m
single.” She captioned the post, “When you’re surprised people
just haven’t gotten it yet… .” Before this post on Saturday,
it had been unclear if this celebrity relationship had come to
an end. Winter posted a vacation picture in which she was
writing her name and then-boyfriend Laurent Claude Gaudette’s
name in the sand in April. Since then, Winter posted the
Kardashian .gif, and the celebrity couple has unfollowed each
other on social media. We can take the hint.

In celebrity news, Ariel Winter is
a single lady! What are some ways
to announce you’re single to your
network without being obvious about

it?
Cupid’s Advice:
Being single again can be as exciting as getting into a new
relationship, and you’ll want people to know. There are plenty
of ways to announce that you’re single and ready to mingle
without coming off as desperate or obnoxious:
1. Relationship status: This is probably the most 2016 way to
announce that you’re single again. Log on to your Facebook
account, and change your relationship status to single, or go
onto your Instagram and take your boyfriend’s initials out of
your bio. These changes are extremely subtle, but people do
take notice.
Related Link: New Celebrity Couple? Leonardo DiCaprio Is Not
Dating Roxy Horner, Despite Reports
2. #Single: Take a cute selfie, or post a picture of you doing
something fun with friends. Add a few hashtags after your
caption, and throw #single in there. Again, subtle, but
noticeable.
Related Link: Celebrity News: Calvin Harris Re-Follows Taylor
Swift on Instagram
3. Word of mouth: If you’re not into announcing your new
relationship status on social media, tell your close friends
first and let the word spread naturally. Your friends will
meet up with old friends and when people ask if you and your
boyfriend are still together word of your single status will
slowly get around.
What subtle things have you done to make your single
relationship status clear? Comment below?

Celebrity Relationships: Kate
Hudson Says ‘I Am Dating’

By Mary DeMaio
There are plenty of fish in the sea, so why not go for a few
different swims? That’s exactly what Kate Hudson is up to at
the moment. In latest celebrity news, this single celebrity is
making the most of her free time by hitting up the dating
circuit. According to UsMagazine.com, she has been hooking up
on and off with Nick Jonas. They have a great connection with
one another, but it remains to be seen if there will be a
celebrity relationship in the future!

Kate Hudson may or may not be in a
celebrity relationship, but she’s
definitely dating around. What are
some benefits to playing the field?
Cupid’s Advice:
Finding that special someone isn’t always easy. Sometimes you
have to kiss a few frogs before you can get your prince, but
that doesn’t mean you can’t enjoy the process. Cupid is here
to share some benefits to dating around:
1. Pinpoint the qualities you are looking for: Use your dates
to learn about what you need in a partner, and compare those
attributes between the people you are seeing.
Related Link: Justin Bieber Say’s He’s a Single Celebrity and
‘Ready to Mingle’
2. Be in control: Fun dates with many people keeps you in the
driver’s seat. You won’t waste time getting emotionally
invested with people who do not have your best interest at
heart.
Related Link: Jake Gyllenhaal Spends Time With Three Eligible
Women In One Week
3. Expand your options: Getting to know someone
intellectually, emotionally, and spiritually takes time. While
you are still technically single, you should really try to get
acquainted before making that commitment.
What are some other advantages of casually dating? Share your
comments below.

Single
Celebrity:
Kate
Beckinsale ‘Doing Fine’ After
Len Wiseman Split

By Kyanah Murphy
British single celebrity Kate Beckinsale had a celebrity
divorce with her husband of 11 years, Len Wiseman, and is
doing “just fine,” according to UsMagazine.com. After all
those years, we would think that it would be a hard battle to
get through for the former celebrity couple! Beckinsale was
seen sticking close to good friend Victoria Beckham at the
British Fashion Awards and looked well. Keep it up, girl!

This single celebrity is coping
well post-split. What are some ways
to deal with a sudden break-up?
Cupid’s Advice:
We’re proud of this new single celebrity being in a good place
after her split with her longtime husband. If you’re newly
single as well, here are some tips to help you get back on
track:
1. Talk to someone: Let’s face it; you’re going to be going
through a flurry of emotions and you’re going to need to talk
to someone about it. Grab your BFF, and let it out.
Related Link: Single Celebrity Ariana Grande Says She Doesn’t
Want to Be Called Big Sean’s Celebrity Ex
2. Accept it: You’re thinking about it constantly, so use this
time to think about your relationship and accept that it is,
in fact, over.
Related Link: Justin Bieber Says He’s a Single Celebrity and
‘Ready to Mingle’
3. Focus on you: This cannot be stressed enough. Take care of
yourself. Focus on your needs, focus on positivity, and focus
on things that make you happy. Taking care of yourself is of
the utmost importance.
Have you gone through a sudden break up? What did you do to
cope? Comment below!

